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'PREFACE

E6sential to an4ntrodu.aqra course on li lry

systems analysis and data processing, and indeed fok

working, librarians, is a knowledge of basic flowcharting

techniques. This knowledge is essential for students and

librarians tb document the manual'library operations

under analysis, At tAs point in time dior manual

flowcharting is Considered since computer flowchartinE

requires prerequisite computer knowisdge,

9 Previously,b sic manual flowcharting was tateEht in

a traditional lectu e manner with tne instructor providing

the students with 'p actice exercises to flowchart. Some

difficulty was evid nced by students; when they attempted

to complete their .b sic systemS analysis raper, which was

to incorporate manual flOwchaTting as an integral part of

the retort. Thus, s me programmed instruction material

was developed to pr vide a viable learning alternative

on the basics of flowcharting.

This text s he resod of this development. Editing

and developmental t stinE ware achieved via critiques by

Eradutte students irk a course in programmed Instruction.

0 Validation of the program was achieved by administering 1

an entry test, pretOt, posttest, and programmed material to

kJ
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an evening section of the basic' Systems Analysis course,

The'results of the validation were use1 for additional

Grammatical and loEi..cal error correcct/1.on. The results also

indicated significant gain scores tOon comrletiOnand

review ofsthe validation testing, the followinE test was

performed usinE the day section of the Systems Analysis

course, An experimentalgroup of students, randomly c sen

4

from the class, were Eiven a pretest, posttest, and

proErammed materials, The 'control Group was Eiven a

pretest, and posttest, but instead of the proErammed

materials, were exposed to the information on manual

flowcharting via a traditional classroom, approach,

Comparison tests between the scores of the two groups,

time and cost studies on student cdmpletion on the

0

program, and attitudinal tests indicated that these

materials were indeed a viable alternative to the more

traditional approach. As Such, they have been incorporated

into the reEular teachinE.program,in systems Analysis,

'A number of people have been quite help61 in

assisting In the development of these materials. I am

Crateful to Dr. Herbert Miler and Dr, Frederick Knirk of

the Ihstructional Technoloty Department of the University

of Southern Calif prnia for their critiques and encoura'gement,
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I indeed must Live thanks to the students of Systems /

/.

Analysis for their interest and enthu'siasm in this

pro6rammed approach,

University of Southern California
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I. INTRCIDUCPION

The material which follows is a programmed text on

manual flowcharting. Although tihe,original audience for

this mmteria,l.wati; library Scho4 students, the viterial

can be equllly useful to working librarians, or indeed

any library employee who needs to learn theJRkisics of

manual flowcharting. As suchOhis proLram can be fused

not only in a formalize& 11.8frary school environment, but

also for in- service systems analysis training.

Programmed materials re de Ened'to lead you

step-by-step throu d of knowledge. The instruction

is based on our ,orderly progression through increasingly,

ore comple materials, a d necessitates your active

pa pation via respon e to questions. Before you begin

this program you may wank, to read the set -of behavioral
F.

objectives which accompany this program (these are found

in the appendix). These' behavioral objectives state

precisely what yoU are to learn in the form of a cilange

in behavior, and also specifies the conditions and

standards by which this change in behavior can be measured.

You are now, ready to use this program and in order

to do this properly please read carefully the following

instructions.



glace a piece of paper over the first page of the

actual program, and only leave the first frame exposed

(a frame refers to one distinct Unitiwhich will provide

y'.DU with scrxe narralve or descrlyAlve Int,mAtion and

then az,k you Lome sort of question 'bared on this

infor:Lation}, Th;J black dots on' the pago can be used to

act as a guide to make sure that you do not accidently

exr.ose the answer. Therefore expose the frame only up

to the black dot and no further, AftPr.read.ing the first

frame information and responding to .the question, move

the paper to expose the answer. Check you answer against

the correct response and then continue on by moving the

paper and reading the next frame, R spond to the next

question Chd then check your answer Cortinue.this procedure

until you complete the proEram. In ome cases the answers

to the questaons will be located on another. page of the

prograp. In these cases check that ge for the correct

response and verify it against your own. After checking

your response, return to the main part of the program from

where you left off and continue with the next frame number.

A flowcharAinEtemplate is required to use the program.

This can be purchased at most collegiate or technical

bookstort?s, An IBM template is preferred. Use this template

whenever instructed, to by the program.

Now turn the page and begin,



Frame 1

PROGRAM ON MANUAL FLOWCHILPTINa

The actiVities performed in an organizatian.can be
described in a narrative manner. However, a technique
called flowcharting has been developed. to graphically
illustrate these activities.

This graphic technique called is a
process of diViding a complex problem or activity into
parts and representing this using a number of symbolic
conventions.

flowcharting

Frame 2

\\. Flowcharting is thus which of the following:

a. a process
b. a graphic representation of an'activity
c. a method,af dividing a complex problem into parts

0,

all the above

Frame 3

o

A flowchart can be used

a, to document an activity
b, in evaluating,a system
c, by the systems analyst
d. to divide a complex problem into parts'

all the above

r 9



Frame 4 6

I.

NowutiltzinE the informat,kon,rrosci.thepreco0..ing frames. .

see if you can priovide/a definition of
flOwchartIng, ti 0

'our definition should have included that flowcharting
is 'a process, divides an activity into parts, and does

/ this Eraphlcally usinE standard'zymBols. ,

Frame 5

Please list three separate purposes of flo,4charts.

to document an activity.
in evaluatir6 a-system
to divide a complex problem into parts

Frame 6

't

'Flowchartins- symbols, standardized by the United states
Standards Institute (USASI), can be found on Most
flowcharting templates, a drawinp. guide which helps.
you complete the symbols correctly..

A flowchart utilized .steihdardized whiCh
can be found on flowchartinE

V

symbols
templates

Frame 7

Now examine a flowcharting template which you should
have procured through your.bookst)re or some other
source (an IBM flowcharting template is preferred).
Note that tho template is housed in a 'paper holder.
Continue onto the .next frame for the appropriate frathe

question,

10
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,

List at least five characteristics or observations
about the template and its paper 'holder.

,

.1, template' is .made of plastic
2, the tem
3. there

body_
4.' the- t

o

late can also act,ae a ruler
re'a variety of pUnched out symbols in the
the' template

mplate is transparent-
5. the 'actual template is divided int a graph
6. ql guide to the various symbols is ound on the

paper holder"
7. the. template is prepared by IBM (i
8, the PaPer.guide lists' both systems

symbols

appropriate)
And programming

'Frame.8 L, .

I

you will 'notice that the template distinguishes between
systems and prograiming flowchart symbols. For our
'manual flowcharting:purposes both systems and programming
symbols will be used to graPhicallyc describe manual
activities. HoOveri the flowchartd we will be drawing
will be systeme.flow'Ohtirts and not programming.

.

2

The two types of flowchaliks are called'
flowcharts,and

49,

systems
programming

4

2

4
11
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Frame 9

The basic difference, bewteen these two types of
-flowcharts, systems *and programting, is in their

O

level of -complexity. The system flowchart,' prepared
by a systems analyst, is used in describing an operation
for documentation, and design, A programming
flowchart, prepared by a compuer programmer, is used
as a guide in detailing instructions to the computer
and usually indicates the sequence of logical and
arithmetic operations required before the, computer
program can run:

Which type of flowchart is prepared by a systems,
analyst?

systems flowcharl.

Which type of floWchari would be more detailed and
can be used as a guide for-computer programming?

0

programming. flowchart

Which typeof flowchart would utilize standardized
flowchartingsymbols found on a flowcharting template

both systems and programming tlowcharts

Which type of flowchart woulG k)e used in_documentIng .

the results of .a systems analysis?

systems flowchart_

12

r7,
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rame 10

Floucharta may also be classified according to ltvels,
Iri manual fIOWcharting there are three Eenerally:
accepted levels: the system sChetatic,,the general
flow diagram,- and the detailed flOw diagram.
These_levels are distinguised by..theirlevel of
complexity. The schematic provideS an overvAlreWot ari
operation and usually consists of someuhsre between
5,and 10 symbols. The general flow diagram 'i,:.

takes this same operation as drawn in .tire s66matic
ante divides it int2 smaller, isolatable components
consisting of anywhere from 10 to 100 or more ,umbols,
Tie detailed flow diagram Eoes into much more detail

O
rid can contain .anywhere from 100 to 1000 or more
Symbols. The floWcharts you will be drawing aril_
Primarily of -the fist and second level. , :-,

00"
That are_the three levels of manual flowcharts?,

I:- ."
/. 4 A4 at

01E f,

3.

,System sCheMatic;
flow diaEraM

Frame 11

---v-,
general flow 41.4raM;' detailed

.Many times it is.difficbat to diPtInEtas amongst
41fferent levels of)f1-1Owcharts since the number of
eymbOls would naturally depend on the complexity oft/ t
'the process. What is most important, however, isthat-
the.activities in.ybur flowcharts be of the Same level°
For example, ordering -a book and_catalOgingNa ,book are
on the. same leVel of complexity, but ordering a book
and moving, a truck of .,monographs from acquisitions to

cataloging are not on the, same' level of comrlexity.

What is'one of the important considerations in
drawing a manual flowchart.?

.
0/

I
, (

consistency; that the level Or complexity of activities/
fprotesses described in a floltchart.are similar

4C.
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range 12

For our immediate *purposes we will begin *th a small
set of symbols for .manual flowcharting. Betides the
knowledge.af these symbols and their nameti: it it is
also important to know the order in whitty.they are
drawn on a. ,flowchart.

Therefore before we bgin to flowchart we need to:know:

1.
2.

basic flowcharting symbols and their names
order. in which they are drain

.
Frame 13

,Traditional flowcharting conventions suggest_that,
you begins at the upper left hand side of a'page
approximately two inches from the top and from the
left margin. Flowcharting. conventions also indicate
that flowcharts -,then proceed from the top of the

..page to the bottoM in a vertical manner.

Which of the following conventions about drawing
flowdharting symbols are correct:

a, proceed in drawing symbols from.the top
of the page to the bottom .,

b, begin your flowchart at the top of.thet.--
page approximately'at the middle

c, begin ohartingapp"rOximately two inches'
from the left margin

a and c are correct. If you responded b please remember
that flowcharts usually do not begin in the middle'
of the page but rather near the left margin

..Now we are ready to begin draying the flowcharting
symbols. Please continue onto the next page,-

14



Fra.me 14

The first symbol which is always dravin on a flovichArt
is the start symbol. Look at' your flowcharting

'Aemplate'llolder and 'find the terminal symbol. The
start symbol consists of this terminal symbol with the
word 'start' written into it. Now draw below this
symbol with the word start' 'in it..

.see page 1 in:Confirmation'section

Frame 15 4

f
The second symbol which is 'drawn on a flowchart is the
input symbo3oLook at your flowcharting template 'and
using it draw a correct version of the input symbol....

see page 2 in_ confirmation section

- :-

Frame 16

The third symbol which is always drawn on 'a flowchart
is the process Symbol. Using, your flowcharting template
draw a correct version of this.

see page 3 iniconfirmation .section

15.

4.

.._



Frame 17

Another symbol'used in basic manual flowcharting i
the decision symbol. Look at our flowcharting .t m
and using it araw a correct.v rdion of a decisi n
symbol.

,dee'page 4 in, confirm tiOn section

Frame 16

Now please'match, the following symbols with th it
correct Tctionls.

r

Frame

O

fi

1

19

The majority of other symbols you will need to known
in order to draw manual flowcharts are Variations of
theie-tasic symbols. The last symbol drawn on.a flowchart
is the same as the first symbol wh1hc is draft. Please
draw this symbol with the word 'halt' written in it.

3,B; 4,C

1. inPut

(% 2. proces

3, start

4. decison

see page 5 in confirmation section

16



Frame 20

0

As you remem er from your systems concepts, the product
of a system s the output. -The-.outputsymbol is the-.
same as the input. symbol. PleaseAraw-below a correct
version of the ,Output symbol,

,

see page 3 in on

Frame 21

0

I

Now please match-the following
correct func4ons,A.

ymbols .with their/

. decision

. o4tpdt

input

4. halt

5. process

6. start

1,C; 2,B; 3,B; 4,D; 5,A;

Frame 22,

Now you should have in your repo
symbols which can graphically ill
functions. Using the next page of
if you can draw each of these sym
their meaning. Please, turn to the

17

of re four separate
strate six separate
this program, see
ols and indicate
ext page.
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1

Please draw the symbols and indicat their function
on this paEe.

4

Please check page 4 in confirMation section, then continue
on to the next frame

I 18



Frame 'O..

O

From the preceding frame on the basic flowcharting
symbolsr inf ormatiorf was supplied on the location of
these various symbols .o a flowchart.. See if you can
/match the following symbols with their location on
a flowchart.

A. process 1, the first symbol which appeart

B. input

C. start

D. halt

E. Decision

F. Output

2. the second symbol which appears

3. the lastsymb01 which appears

4, the third symbol which appears

5. the second from the last
symbol which appears

1,C; 24; 3,D; 4 5,F

Frame 24

Now all that is needed is a line with a directional
arrow to indicate the flow or sequence of activity
within a flOsithart. Using your flowcharting template
draw a vertical directional line of. approximately

, one inch in length with a directional arrow pointing
the direction downward.:

see page 1 in confirmation section

(1



Frame 25,

Using the basic flowcharting symbols and the directional
line and arrow we are able to construct a complete

.

flowchart as shown below.

Now using this flodchart as a guide and also incorporating
your knowledge attained-;from the preceding frames, see
if you can list\next to the flowcharts on the next page
the appropriateflOwcharting errors. Please turn to
the next page.

t
r-

4



Flowchart A

FLoWCHART g

error listsing (if any)

it

Please go on to the next page for confirmation
of your responses.

21.

IC'



Error listing' for flowcharts on .preceding page.

Flowchart 1, no input
2, no output
3.' start/halt not written into symbols
4, directional arrows missing .-

Flowchart B .
3. 1.01p0 and output VAhols r"versed, in

ether. 1.4.0r4C, drawn backwards
2,/start/halt not written into symbols
3w no directional arrows.

) . Frame 26

A person flowcharting-an operation must tt4anscribe that
operation into its correct flowcharting format. Now that
you are familiar with the basic symbols and order
on a flowchart, lets see if you can flowchart an operation,
which is described narratively.

The typist takes the 3x5 inch written
order card requests and types the
information From the card onto a
purchase order forq.

4.

The first responsibilty of a person translating a
narrative description into a flowchart IS to tranAlate
the process or activity into a phrase of not more than
ten words in length. Thrs is the heading phrase for
the process or activity. This heading phrase,-or title,
should be descriptive of the process or activity and .

should be clear and not vague,

Which of the-following headings would be appropriate fOr
the process'described narratively above:

a'..probess of typing requests
b, typing routines
C. typing purchase order

c is correct. a and b are too general and could -refer

.
to various-typing activities, and not those specifically
for typing purchase orders,



FrAme 27.

Using the blank page which is found on frame 35 of
this program, write the correct hea04ing phrase from
frame 26 across the .fop of the pageas a title.
After,yOu have donethis continue on .to the next frame.
Confirmation for the. flowchart.which you are drawing
on frame 35'will not be given until the flowchart is
completed.

Frame 28

Now what is the first symbol whidh,.w
V
e would draw on

this page,

the start symbol. OX, now using';,your template please
-draw this on trp.me 35 .

Frame 2.9

The next. thing 6-determine is the to the
system which you are flowcharting.

I

input. Now please draw the input symbol under the start,
symbol on the flowchart.

Ow

Frame 30:

The person flogcharting must transcibe thNnput describ
narratively inkka phrase' of not more than sjX words in
length and then place this into the input-symbol.

Which of the following would be aprropriAte as an input
to our flowchart on 'typing purchase orders':

a. 3x5 order requests
ti

b. type,. order requests
c. 3x/ requests for items to be rurchases
d, received order request /

a and d are correct; b is a process and not an input;
c is too long of a phrase for an input

10,.ace the response corregponding to a or d into the
input symbol which you have drawn on 4raste 35

r 23



Frame 31

The next symbol:which would appear would be a()
_symbol.p.0.,

/.

prOces

Frame 32

//e person flowcharting musiCtranslate the process into-
: phrase of not more than EV words in length and place

/this.phrase into the. process ,symbol.

Which of the following wouldjbe_appro-priate as a
Process in our flowchart,for't6e narrative process
described in frame .."

a. type onto order for*
b. prepare order forms)
c. process of typing order request data%onto forms

for ordering

a is correct; b is too vague, how, are yoU to prepare
order forms?; c is too long of a phraet.
Now please draw a,prOcesz syMbol with' the correct
phrase in it undeli the input symbol on frame 35 .

r

- Frame 33.

Now the next think for the person flowcharting to do is

to determine the of the system.

O
output

Frame 34

The output must be translated into a phrase of not more
than six words 4n length, and this phrase then placed
Into the output symbol on the flowchart. ,What is the
appropriate output for the process described in frame 26

4
. 24 typed purchase order. Now please place this, phrase in

the output symbol and draw this on frgme 35



Frame', 35

t

ilow' draw the last symbol'On your flowchart
Be sure to connect the.symbols usinE a,direZtionai
1.ine and arrow.

,

Please draw your,flowchart in the space provided below.

11.

J

.,
'a.

ti

Please turn the page to verify-the'correctneas of'
your flowchart.

25



TYPING Ptiti E ORD7..'RS

"1.
ORDER.

qtAt&T

TYPE o
ORDER .

Foam

Frame 36

O

NOw read the followinE narrative description of a
process;

The reit-eivinE clerk take4 'the received
book, stamps our propeTti* symbol onto the
back of the front cover, place a yellow'
flyer into the book, and then _puts the
book on a book truck

You probably can observe that this descrirtion is a
little more complex than the previous narrative
deicription which you flowcharted. Why?

This process is more comrlex; it involves more than
one individual activity; infact, it involves a series
of process-activities,

11.



Frame.37
1/4

0

' . .

p e
.

Which of the following is an appropriate phrase to
describe the activity Mentioned...in the previous frame,

, .

a. p.ocessing book materials -

b. roiXtines invOlved in checking -in ordered books'.
.o, book receivkrg routine's-

:c is correct; b is too long of a title phrase. a is
too .general since processing books-can'refer io-a
multiplicity of activities

f).

.--Frame 38

Typically most flowcharts do'..conaist of a number 9
procestes.. Using the narrative from frame; list-
the major protessinE -tasks performed, ;7

1. Aakesthe-receivedbook
2, stamps. property symbol. on ba'ck of front cover
3. plates yellow flyer into-book,
4. places. ,book on book truck

. ,

Frame 39

After listing tasks the person flowtharting must check
to see if the tasks .are arranged fn a logical order.
WhiCh of the following listing of tasks are incorrect?
Correct the logical order if necessary,

A
1. start cat
2. drive away
3. place key into ignition:
4. get into car,,

27

.

B
1. stamp due date in ,book ,

2.1pring book to circulation
desk.

3. check patron and book
cards

4. give book to patron

Both are incorrect. 'The secidence or logibal order. should
be Al 4,3,1,2. and B:



F.
Frame 40

-
The respOnse to frame 3.8.1isted the tasks in their
logical 'order.\Theperson, flowcharting must now ch'eek

0 to be sure that the.task phrases are not longer than
six .words. Check the. tasks listed in frame 36 and'
rephrase if necessary., Write the four.tasks below.

1.4-take received boqk
2.'propetty stamp book
3, place yellow fyerintd-book
4. place.on-book truck

Frsme 41

Now Busing your task- Phrases, place tfiem into their
appropriate symbol alone, with ,the other necessary
symbolsrequired.to constuct a flowchart. Use .the
headinE phrase you chose as a response to .frame 31.

Use the next page to draw a correct version.

1



29'
Please turn to the next Vase to confirm your resronse



BOOR RECEIVING ROUTINES

thateAPEt
Retcwe.

'too l<

1.

Please note that' slight variations of the,rabove flowchart
are acceptable, i.b. variations Of the phrases within
the symbols. Hoever, the meaning must remain the same
as in the'floWchart above.

Continue the program on the next page,

20



Frame,

None of the previous exaM-E.los have utilized decision
1 tasks. Now using, the.followinE narrative descrittiOn'

of-a. system, list a phrase title which best describes
the svz,tem,- the input and output of the system, and
the processin tusks,

I check the student I.D. forms to be
sure'that tair social security numbers 'ar
included. If the.number is not on 'the form,
I check the' resigtrari.s list by n'1.me and.write
the located social security number on 'the 1

form. Then the `forms are forwarded to the
circulation clerk.

-

Please respond to the questions for this frame
in. the space below.' 4,

phrase title: checkinE student ID forms for
social security numbers .

input': student ID- forms
output: chesked forms sent to ci ation clerk
tasks: check forms for social secU ty numbers

Write numbers onto form
send to circulation clerk

31

4-
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7F'"'Ntme 43

The phrase 'if they are not on the form' in the
previous narrative is not an input/output or a task
process. It is considered a decision activity. This

'activity is diaEramatically represented by what
symbol. Pleage draw this below.

V

see page 2 in confirmatian_section

Frame 447

The person flodchartinE must translate a decision'
activity into a yes/no question phrase or not more
than six words and place this phrase into the decision
symbol. Which of the following flOwcharted decisions
are correct?

4

B abd C are correct; A cannot be answered by a y s/no
response.



Frame 45

Now using t e narrative. in frate 42,jdeterminewhiCh
of the following fioWcharted decisons is correct.

B is correct;
cannot be answ
that if' you ar
'your, symbols,
appropriate me

Frame 46

..SMIII.A100411~=romamisrl...8.1

ss#::social security
number

is a procesenOt)ddecision ince it
red by a yes/no/response. Also note
to utilized a=bbreviations in ny of
table of these abbreViations d,their

ninaa must/be provided. ,"

00.11110

31

When a decision symbol is encountered the resulting
yes/no activiti a must be indicated on the flowchart,
This technique n flowcharting is called branching.

ty on a flowchart involves which ofA decision activ
the following:

a, a yes/no r ponse
b, branching
c, resulting activities/decisions
d. a question

all are correct



rame 47

"'Typically this branching technique is drawn On the
flowchart in the followinE manner, Please note that
the below are not complete flowcharts but rather
segments of complete charts,

You will notice in the above examples that it makes
no difference in which direction the yes/no response
gees, what symbols follow a decision symbol,
What is important is that a yes/no reponse does follow
a decision alonE with two other symbols., naturally with
the exclusion of an input/output or start/halt symbol,

34



Which of the following is true:

a. Every decision must have a yes/no response.
b. Only process symbols can follow a decision

symbol.
c. It makeb Zittl2difference as to whether the

yes response to a question moves in a vertical
. ;or horizontal position on the flowchart.

O
e Et:and b -are

Frame 48

Utilizing the narrative in frame 42; fill in the
following symbols with the correct phrases.

Please go on to the next pate to confirm your response.
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C N &&K Form

For Stuw ovr ,

S S

is

-ymbol Scit
00

'.#2 Fevmi

symbol
h5

1

Frame 49

ss# social security
number

symbol symbol V#3 #4
- -

C tt-6c-
14-0 mets. I ra 14r.ti.s

t...tsr F01(
.SSA

N FGA ?t I

V

-looking .at the above flowchart you will notice that

once the process in Symbol i4 is cOmrleted the. n'e4
process is the same as in process symbol #5. The person
flowcharting must connect process #4 to process ,45. There
are two options available: the on -page connector ..symbol

or a connector line.

The two options available' to connect one branching_
activity to another part of the flowchart Are:

1, 2.

connector line
on-pace connector symbol



Frame 50

The use of the line connector ie illustrated b 1

4

Frame 5

Now using your flowcharting template/draw an on-pace
connector symbol. Please note that thtsymbol is
simply entitled cclnnector on the temp to guide.

7

see pace l_in confirmation section

The. use of an on-pace connector is illultrated below,

-

It should_be4ted that any nu r or letter may be'
used in the symbol. This is to the discretion of
the flowc rter,

,0
C40 I

. \



7
Frame 52

Please specify the errors in the following flowcharts.

7

Flowchart A

error, listinglif any

5Illt

Please continue-onto the next rage for more sample
flowcharts.



Flowchart B error listing (if any)

0

Flowchart A
1. a decision 'symbol required for branching
2, connector line cbmes into symbol rather than the

directional line immediately above the symbol

Flowchart B
1. no input .

2. no initial process
3, second on-page'connector-symbol on wrong side

of flowchart should be from the left side of the'
chart

.4, no !yes /no with decision symbol



Frame 53

Referring back .to frame 42, Use the narrative descl,iption
of the process and draw two comrlete flowchart versions,
one using- line connectors- and the other utilizing on.page
connectors,Use the space below for one chart and the
next page for the 'other chart,

For flowchart using line connectors.

40



. ,

For flowchart using on-page connectors.

x.

Please go on to the next page to vbrify your
flowcharts.

41



Ch.ckinE, student'forms'for social se-curity.
number .1.owcharttlein,6 lihe connectors,

,

(s-rpf e-r.

FORXII

<Alecx tT6.
F.4.tai.StEne.S 1 SS
J-.11-- rs . oNT-0

S54: Foltng
.-.... "....0

Fae s.e.4
/

C it

- 4

=social security
ihambqr



CheckinE student forms for social sectrrity
numbers - flowchart usinE on-page connectors,.

cmecc..
F-004,4 roc
4S

dtte-c,oc
13 ta,'t/ 0 e6c1.1.1-.Rete!.-

Foes,,.,..---> L.% s r- Fa-A/ SC.it

16-S

Sea.,ux)
FoRrvi To

C-rfeCr_tD
FoRrn

SAN"- 71)
cLeCularrado
ewe.4.

ss# = social security
number

-
11* okrco ,

F-OOM

.1

Now go onto the next page for the next frame,

43



Frame 54

Occasionally it is necessary to continue a flowchart
onto -- other.page. in these cases an oft-page 'cOnnectbr
sym utilized.. Using your flowcharting te plate
draw an-Off-pagii'connector symbcil below.

see paidrin'confirmation.iection

ti

Frame: 55 .
This symbol maybe- used in the followine.manner,

Gu:to the next page for tne contineron of this
llo*chart.



You-will notice that the off-page sponn:actolatts
used to connecione-Symbal to anothesymbol anyplace
within the.flowchart..Again as in the case of on=page
connectors, any alpha or numeric symbol may be used
to connect the flow 'of aceiv_ity:

Now please. turn to the next pace _and look at the rather,
lons-flowchart,



symbol
#1

symbol
#2

symbol
#3

symbol '

symbol
#7

symbol
#11

I

O}

A ,

symbol
A 6

Using thethe above flowcha rt draw this, as if the chart had
to be continued onto another page starting ,at symbol #7.
Use the next two blank paEes for Ulla purpose.

46



First part of flowchart

47

0



Second part of 'flowchart.

I.

Please go onto the next page for confirmation of
your flowchart responses,



The first part of the flowchart sficiiald look like the
following:

The second part or second page of the flowchart amid
look like the following,



.Frame 56

Addition1.1 symbols ha,p7, beet added to the t'tsic
floychartinsymbols.in order to clarify and :..ake

specific come of ttle.inputs.,outl.uts, aid poreesses.
Thee alz:di:,:.on41 symbols include th'e specialized
document :..nu. file Symbols and the Tredefined.proces6
symbol. Usinc your template draw a document, a file,

and a predefined proceso symbol.- ,

see page 2 in confirmation section'

Frame 57

.......*......a.. ........4.............w.,........1%......1.*../.. ...t: *4 0.. ................17.1.1..y. a .1,...* . Ow

Both the document and the file symbol can "4-.,e used

to replace, where appropriate, the basic input and
output symbol. Draw the symbol whIch the document
and file svMbol can replace. It sho.ld be noted that
the document symbol, as an output symbol at-the end
of a flowchart,is followed by a halt symbol. In cases
where a file symbol is used as s-a final. output, ft halt
symbol is not required. The flowchart can end with
the fil:e symbol,

see gage 1 in Confirmation section

Frame 58
.

'

The predefined process symbol is used to indicate ,

, .

a flowchart -or part of a flOwchart which has ali,eady .
been described. In some instances you may have a
particular 'rOutine which iz performed a multirle
numbe'r of times, Iiistead of redrawing the entire set
of symbols,' you may 'draw the flowchart once and refer
back to that set of. symbols using s. predefined procesi

=.symbol,

so



For example:

01.1.

9

, I

I s'

As yp can see the predefined process can refer to a

proc se in tto Jutd flowchart (as enclosed by the dotted
link and appropriately titled), or it can 'refer to another
separate flowchart within a Froup of, flowcharts. It
should be noted that a flowchart can end with. the-
predefined process symbol; or an appropriate on-page or .

off-page doirnector can; be used after the symbol, to
iclentify contin(led activity.
Now what is the' function of a predefined process symbol?

It takes'the-pl.ace ofji. previously charted set of symbols:.



frame 59

Now you have all the basic manual floWcharting symbols,
'Please draw all the symbols and indicate the appropriate
activity or func.tion tney represent. You should draw
eleven symbols and indicate thirteen different functions.

z

O

Please go onto the next page to confirm you



.VUNCTION

start
"halt

input
output

process

: . .

decisicin

document

0

rile

off-page connector

4111 v

oh-page connector

directional line
directional arrow

AN

predefined process

a

51



Frame 60

Now look-at the following., two -flowcharts. Both of these

flowcharts are drawn incorrectly, Draw correct versions

of both of these. flowcharts:

Flowchart A

FreitaT

es o

S
c TOO

StrtLL.

0

cur BP.. 1-61

eccvlrep;

TO
Boe

SE:AP/VG
SC-c. to.0

B,P, "aodicP1.47.4.

Now goonto the next page for the other sample
flowchart,

O.

34,



FLOWCHART B
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"w. Please draw-a correct version. of-flaikhart A on this
page,

a.
O

.



Kr

Correct version of flowchart A

22p c;ti,..1-1Nt

01," 7%60
cur 9,P, I

SM.% L.J, me.; is TO 2c9ttreo,eos
7 517c., 1

PA-c-fr E 1,9i
-/N

-Bootc

&c m) eooK,
stye L.k.11 IN
E CO- 44441

Q,

Note: Possible.options/alternatives in drawing the
flowchart include line connectors rather than page
connectors; different wording; regglar o tpUt symbol
followed by a halt;



Please draw a correct version of flowchart B on this
page.

ss

Qi



Correct version of Flowchart B

LiOnie4 elk Ps c 14,44 ge R " r,4/e1.

LI t3P_A-Er I
eoPi4

QE-Tu eiveDi

Look

c ke.6
4g -act

1

Note: options/alternatives in
in4lude differ'ent worsting and

abonnectors instead of on-page

flowcharting
use of line
connectors.



Frame 61

Now please flowchart correctly the following
narratively described system.

I take the periodlcal,issue,which has
been received a'd check, its title against
the periodical check-in file. When I
locate the.title,1 check off on. the .checkAn

form the specific volume and issue
number of the received periodical. I then
property stamp the periodical issue and
place it on a book truck .to wait for
shelving. In those cases where ,I can't
find the periodical title in the check-in
filet-I place the periodie..41 issue on the
snag shelf for the senior clerk to check.

Please use the space below and the next.blank
page to draw your flowchart of the above described
system.

60



1.0

r

il

0°'

Now please go on to the next page for confirmation
of vont, flowehArt_

cci



Correct version of flowchart for frame 61

Pc-Cetc, a/c/IL C'HEC'K- /N PleoCer DCA k.E

(srii ET)

iKvccc
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PM 10 D1CALL

Ss

ftPort.

afatoxe:.T"

FI14-

WO pLAce Pei;4
POLO/ to --)PON Soto° Se,

SH0.4

yes

doeCg-orr
VOLUME' aura'

Mewl. Nun

d,

1

PAoptitly
STA P.A.
PaRtOPtC4L.

I t S V4.4?-.

RACE OA)
go0A- T MACY
FOR-
6 ha, UN

Most likely you were required to separate
your flowchart onto two pages. If tnis was
the case, be sure that you used the off-page
connector symbol to connect the floc./ of
activity from one page to the next as in the
response to the question raised in frame 55,,

62
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I

. 'Frame 02

Now choose a system onyour own taflowchart..Be
sure that the system is not too simple or too
complex. ,The narratives used in frames 42 and 61
and the flowcharting examples in frame 60 are good
ideals as far as length and complexity are concerned.
When you have completed your flowchart, double check
it for - logical and charting errors. When you are
sure your flowchart is correct, have your-instructor
eV-systems:analyst check the results.

Please use the space below and the following blank
pace for your flowchart, ,.

6,3
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64

":

1

.4.

If possible remember. to -have your instructor or systems:

analyet check you flowchart;

You have now completed the proEram on manual flowcharting.
If you wish to review what you have learned, take the

t.est which begins after the confirmation section.
gf,
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In. ponfirmation SectiOn for. ProErim,
Confirmation %section - Page 1
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Frame 14
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Corifirmationection Page 2'
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Confirqation Section - Page.,
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Frame 19
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IV. TEST

Please answers the' questions as indicated'belowt

1. In your own words provide a definition for flowcharting,.

Whicil of the following are valid purposes for
flowcharting. Please circle the correct response(s).

a, documenting an 'activity
b, useful fbr evaluating an activity/
C. aged in designing a new system

Cariebe used to divide*a process into its parts

4, What are the two basic types of flowcharti Please
.circle the correct reposnse(s).

a, general and specific
b, system and subsystem
c. system and programming,

4. Please indicate hat kind of flowcharts eadh4of the
following are:

egeck
p411A-BLEI

ItaysH

A

? - . flowchart.

F Rom



flowchart

5. Please circle any of the follow4n manual processes
which would lend theMselves best to flowcharting:

_ . . .

a. accountinE:system of a medium-sized department
store ..-

b, circulation depar a'tmentaAivities of a colleEe
library

c..duties of a single clerk 4 the State 7epartment
of Motor Vehicles

6. Identify the following basic' flowcharting symbols
by matching the'number of the symbol,next-to its
function.

(timber)

6

8

a. process
b. decision_
c. inrut/output
d. file
e, on,-paEerconnector
f. predefined process
E. docutent
h. start/halt
1, off-page connector
j, invalid symbol

10

71
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7. What is the first symb-ol which 1s drawn On a flowchart.
Please circle the- letter corresponding to the correct
response.

a

8-4. Which 'of the following are correct inputs to
flowchart. Circle the correct respory3e

a CtIze 14

tl

b
i7t) *P.

C ti 1-
pocLu.ret io

ppm upna
ti

0

<7

01. .
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9. What Is the second symbol which should be drawn on
,siflowchart, Please circle the letter corresponding
to the-correct response, .

d

'71"

lb,. Which of the following are correct processes. Please
circle the letter corresponding to the correct response,

4

LOAN
pgr2iol,

Ir

eCte,

c

f ,



11,. Which of the following flowcharts appearcorrect.
Circle the letter corresponding to the correct response(s).
Please note that these are not to be considered complete-
flowcharts but only segments of completecharts,

4

b

74



124 Which of the following are 'correct outputs from
flowchart. Please: circle the letter corresponding to
the correct response(s).

13. Which of the following is the last symbol which is
found on a flowchart. Please circle the. letter
corresponding to the,correct response(s).

73,



14. Identify the correct flowchart(s), if any, from the
following examPles.'please circle the letter corresponding,
to the correct response(s). Also next to any flowchart

.

which 'is incorrect, if any, list the appropriate errors,

a

(S1-4P-T

iz.o.e e,
c?

o.h,k iv42.4

0

t

cs !kw 6S
tt t 0

b

/PA- of
6V-e4

V614

error listing(if any)

0



5., Now please flowchart the followingnarrativer

'The clerk takes the received invoices and
checks these against the on -order file: When
she finds the individual order forms"she.
stamples these to the invoices. She then
places the invoice with it correspdpding
order forms stapled to it into an expende4
file. In those cases where the clerk\cannOt
locate the order forms in the on-order,file,
the invoice is then placed into a snag file,

O

Now check your responses to the questions in this foost-
test tb the answers on the next page,,
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7

FISFONT,S
0

1: your definition
.

shOuld indicate that flowcharting
is a process, divides a complex problemAnto
parte, and use symbols to graphically represent
activities, .

,
g

. .

2, a,b,c,d- .

0

3. c

' 4, system-
.programming

5, tilible

6, a:4
'b-2
c-5
d-7
,e-3
f-10

h-1
1-9
j-6

'7. c' IN

8. b .

9. a

10.:a

11,a'ob

12,a,b,c

13,b

14, neither flowchart is 'correct
flowchart a , flowchart b.

I.,' no title l, no t4itle,

2, no input 2, no start '

3, no outpbt. 3. no halt
4. possible a process should 4, no abbreviation-for

occur after no decision 'chg'
input symbol. reversed

79
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V. APPENDIX

BEIAVIORAL- OBJECTIVES

Main Objective:

The learner will choose a manual process and will
document this 'process using standarized' flowcharting
techniques. with no logical or drawing errOrs.

Subobjectives:

1. Definition ection

7
A. the ke arner will define flowchartinipas a prdbess

and include in. his definition the ,steps of analysis
aid; documentation with the utilization-of standard--,2

. ,ized symbols
/

the learder;w1 'llst(three separate' uses tor,
-floWcharting

given ex pie' of different flokcharts, th
:will d tinguish between prosrammine and a
f16w arts. eJ

ntroduCtory Analysis

.Atleplearner will specify inwri ng the primary
input and output of the 'process he to.. floichart

0

ask Analysis

the learner will specify in Writing the individual
tasks which are required for the functioning of
theprocess

a, after specifyXng in writing the individual. sks.
of the processa the learner will check the e.
tasks to make sure there are no logiRal errors

b. the learner will check each task for completenes's,
trivia, and logic and will add or, eliminate tasks
if necessary'

after completing the listin,Ev'of the.taska,,the
learner will indicate next to each task item whethe
it_ a processor a'decision

NO tti
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C. In cases of decision activities, the learner ,will
define in writing the possible alternative actions,
if not yet specified previously in the listing of
the steps

4 Charting Techniques

6st

2

A. using the process he is analyiings the learner will
translate the process into no more than ten specific'
terms and write these on the top of- the paper he is
to flowchart on

B. given the various,symboli on the flowcharting
templates, the learner will identify these and
construct a flowchart with no errors

a. using the flowcharting template the learner will
draw a start syMbol with the lerm start in'it
near the upper left hand aide of the paper

b. taking the primarylnpat which he specified
earlier the learner will translate thie into a
phrase of _no more than 'six terms

c,'ihe learner will .draw an input' symbol one inch
below-the start symbol and write the input

, phrase into it

d. taking .the first task, the learner will translate
this into a phiase of no more than six terms

0. the learner will draw a-procees symbol one inch ,.

below the input symbol and write the first process
task into the symbol

taking each of the remaining processes and decisiOn
steps, theleSrner will translate each into a
phrase of no snore than six terms and place each
phrase into the correct symbol approximktely one''
inch below 'the prc4cedl'ing symbol

g.' when a decision is 4nvolvOds the learner, will Place
one alternative uncier the decision symbol and the
other alternative to the right of the decision
symbol

11. when required ,to return to the main flowthe 'learner
will return using on -page connector's'

i, when required to continue he flow onto another
page, the learner will con t the flow using off-
page connectors ,



o

.

3. taking the primary output which 'he specified- ,
earlier, the learner will translAte this into a
phrase of no more than six terms.

k, the learner will draw 'an outpUt ymbol one inch
. below the preceding syMbol and w ite the output
phrase into the symbol

I

1, using the template the learner:will draWoa'halt
symbol with the word halt printed in it near the
bottom of the page after the procee's hawbeen
concluded

m. usin& the ruler edge of the template, the learner
. will connect each symbol using a line and will

show-the direction of the floW using the.direetional
- symbol arrows from the template

I "N.r

5. CheckinE Routines
CI

A. upon completing the flowchart. the 'earner will check
each process/decision for completen ss, trivia, and
logic and will make any necessary correOtions'

B. if the learner has assigned any abbreviations in
his symbol phrases, he will list these abbreviations

, and their definitions' in the upper right hand corner
of the flowchart

6. summary PaRkis

A. given sample manual flowcharts, the learner will
listeany errors' in the charts and draw correct
versions of these flowcharts

B. given any narrative description of a manual process,
the learner will translate this narrative into its
coriectYlowchartinE format

I.

O

kk.


